EJF Investments Manager LLC
2107 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 410
Arlington, VA 22201

May 23, 2018

Dear Shareholder,
Yesterday the U.S. House of Representatives voted to pass Senate Bill S.2155 (known as the “Economic
Growth, Regulatory Relief and Consumer Protection Act”) (the “Bill”) with bi-partisan support. The Senate
had previously passed the Bill in March 2018. We expect President Trump will sign the Bill into law in
the near future. EJF Investments Manager LLC (“EJF”) believes that the passage of this Bill is another
positive development for the U.S. bank exposures across our debt and equity strategies.
The Bill contains three primary regulatory changes that we believe could have a positive impact on the
banking sector. First, the threshold for a systemically important financial institution (“SIFI”) under Dodd
Frank will be immediately raised from $50 billion in assets to $100 billion in assets, followed by an
additional increase to $250 billion within 18 months of the Bill being signed into law. This increase will
remove most regional banks from the CCAR stress test requirement thereby lowering their regulatory costs.
In addition, we believe these banks will now be able to more effectively manage their balance sheets,
returning more capital to shareholders (and debtholders), resulting in an increase in return on equity
(“ROE”). We would also expect these regional banks to become active acquirers going forward.
Second, the Bill increases the Small Bank Holding Company Policy Statement (“SBHC”) threshold from
$1 billion in assets to $3 billion in assets. Under the SBHC, banks can issue subordinate debt at the holding
company level and count it as equity at their bank subsidiary. By increasing the threshold from $1 billion
to $3 billion, hundreds of additional banks will be able to issue fixed-rate subordinated debt and redeem
their less efficient legacy debt securities such as trust preferred securities (“TruPS”).
Third, the Bill extends the Qualified Mortgage (“QM”) safe harbor rules which we believe would allow
community banks to grow mortgage loan books faster and take market share from larger banks.
We believe EJFs bank related investment strategies are positioned to potentially benefit from these
regulatory developments.
If you have any questions, or would like to discuss this in further detail, please contact EJF Investments
Manager LLC at info@ejfi.com.

Thank you,
Neal J. Wilson
Chief Executive Officer

The information provided herein is intended solely for the use of the party to whom EJF has provided it, is strictly
confidential, and may not be reprinted or distributed in whole or in part nor may its contents be disclosed to any other
recipient under any circumstances. This information shall not constitute a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
security or service, or an endorsement of any particular investment strategy. Nothing in this material constitutes
investment, legal, or other advice nor is it to be relied upon in making investment decisions. Offering of EJF funds is
made by private placement memorandum only.
The information herein may include statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, models, forecasts,
scenarios, and other forward-looking statements (collectively "Statements"). The Statements provided are based on
EJF's beliefs, assumptions and information available at the time of issuance. As a result, all the information contained
in this document, including the Statements, is inherently speculative and actual results or events may differ materially
from those expressed or implied in such Statements. Therefore, this information, as well as the Statements, cannot be
relied upon for any purpose other than the current illustrative one.
The information herein may include figures, statements, opinions, analysis, or other information (collectively,
“Information”) that paraphrase, summarize, abbreviate, or are otherwise reductive to the complete set of facts and
events that transpired. The Information provided are based on EJF's beliefs, assumptions and information available at
the time of issuance, and are subject to change. Accordingly you are encouraged to conduct your own independent
review of the Information before making any investment decisions. EJF expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever
for any loss arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the content herein.
The scenarios, risks, Information and Statements presented in this document are not comprehensive of the securities
and strategies referenced, and are solely for illustrative purposes. Therefore, this document, as well as the Statements
and Information, cannot be relied upon for any purpose other than the current illustrative one.
EJF clients may already own securities that advance or conflict with any strategies described herein. The specific
securities identified and described in this document do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or
recommended by EJF, and the reader should not assume that investments in the securities identified and discussed
were or will be profitable. This document shall not in any event be deemed to be complete and exhaustive information
on the subjects covered.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, WHICH MAY VARY

